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Project Overview: 

Gary McFarland Consulting was hired on contract, to supervise prescribed deactivation works in the Milk 

River drainages for the 2009 season.  Due to multiple stream crossings, and deactivation works 

conducted in close proximity to the Milk River, Supervision was conducted on a daily basis.  All 

deactivation works were completed by Gainer Resources Limited, to current Forest Investment Account 

Standards.   Throughout the duration of the deactivation works, all works in and around the Milk River 

and other affected tributary streams were conducted in a manner to best protect fish and fish habitat 

and minimize erosion/ sedimentation transport. This included strict adherence with Fisheries and 

Oceans Canada- Temporary Ford Stream regulations, and Carrier Lumber Ltd. - Standard Operating 

Procedures for Stream Crossings (1. General. and 2. Bridge and  Culvert Construction, and 

Deactivation). Prior to commencement of works, the machine was thoroughly washed, inspected for 

leaks, and cleaned of all deleterious substances. The inspection of the machine was done concurrently 

with each stream crossing, to ensure the machine was free of all oil leaks, deleterious substances and 

noxious weeds.  A temporary ATV bridge was also constructed at the 36.7km (bridge previously 



removed) to facilitate crossing and lessen the impact to the stream banks and channel. This structure 

was removed at completion of the project. 

 In addition, straw bales combined with coarse woody debris, and large boulders were placed 

strategically to mitigate erosion and sedimentation transport.  Revegetation of all disturbed areas was 

completed via dry broad-cast method by Gainer Resources Ltd. utilizing Carrier Rapid Grow seed mix.  All 

efforts were made to minimize disturbance to the existing natural regeneration (Alder and Willow) 

throughout the prescription. 

Prescription Modifications: Once deactivation works had commenced, it was observed that a significant 

error in chainage had occurred during the initial prescription stage. The original prescription prepared by 

LCR Holdings Ltd. indicated that a total combined distance of all roads to be deactivated was 6.88km. 

Once remeasured in field, it was discovered that the actual combined distance off all roads to be 

deactivated was 10.49km, thus resulting in approximately a 40% increase in total area. Overall, the 

majority of the prescribed deactivation works were located properly in the field but had improper 

chainage marked at each station. Time and budget constraints prevented a total retraverse and 

recording of the chainage between all stations, but instead, roads were measured from the Point of 

Commencement to Point of Termination. Verification of all road distance was completed utilizing a hand 

held GPS unit. Other significant modifications include the removal of the south western abutment of the 

1st bridge at 36.7km. Continual erosion off the fill materials around the sill logs and rechanneling of the 

river left the abutment logs prone to collapse. It was decide in conjunction with Carrier Lumber Ltd. to 

remove this structure during the prescribed deactivation works. This change resulted in another 0.15km 

of deactivation works. 

In addition, the entire prescription was down-rated from ATV access to foot access. This was due to the 

following: 

1. The depth of the Milk River at the ford sites. At all three bridge sites, the water depth was far 

too great and swift to facilitate safe ATV passage throughout the majority of the year. At the 

time of the deactivation works, the Milk River was considered to be at low flow and the depth 

of the water at the ford sites was estimated to be at least 1.5m deep. 

2. The significant regeneration of Alder and Willow on the running surface was so prominent that 

at times visibility was limited to only a few meters in front of the ATV. It can only be expected 

that in the very near future these roads will become totally impassable to ATV travel without 

excessive slashing/brushing of this regeneration. 

The total measured distance for each road section as well modifications considered to be minor in 

nature and are outlined in the Completed Prescription Works. 

 

 

 



Completed Prescription Works: 

1. 119 Spur 1- On August 3, 2008 deactivation works began on the 119 Road, commencing at 

station 1+065 and terminating at station 1+611. All works were conducted in adherence with 

the original prescription, with no changes or additions required. Total prescribed road distance 

was checked in field with the GPS, and was deemed accurate. 

2. Milk Mainline- On August 4, deactivation works commenced on the Milk Mainline starting at 

Station 1+151.0 and terminating at Station 4+632. Some minor changes to the original 

prescription were required to facilitate changes in flow of ground water and improve overall 

stability. 

The following changes to the prescription and the corresponding stations are as outlined: 

A) Milk Mainline: 

 Station 1+151-1+203.7- Retained the ditchline throughout prescribed “P6” Pullback section to 

facilitate large seepage area. 

 Station 1+704- Moderate amounts of seepage noted. A cross-ditch was added at this location to 

facilitate ground water. 

 Station 1+997- Cross-ditch removed. Functioning ditchline around backside of landing already in 

place, and landing previously outsloped. 

 Station 2+111.6- Cross-ditch removed.  Constructed deep water-bar instead. 

 Station 2+940.7- Removed bridge super structure and associated log sub structure (cribs). Could 

not construct a ford suitable for ATV access as the stream flows and water depth (approx. 1.5m) 

were too great. Bridge approaches were pulled back to a natural angle of repose, and large 

boulders and coarse woody debris were strategically placed to mitigate erosion and 

sedimentation.  

 Station 3+398- 500mm CMP not noted in prescription. The culvert was removed, and a cross-

ditch was installed. 

 Station 3+418- Removed cross-ditch. Not required. 

 Station  3+571-Cross ditch removed, as ditchline is deeper than downslope ground level. A deep 

water-bar was constructed instead. 

 Station  3+597.3- Removed bridge super structure and associated log sub structure (cribs). 

Could not construct a ford suitable for ATV access as the stream flows and water depth (approx. 

1.5m) were too great. Bridge approaches were pulled back to a natural angle of repose, and 

large boulders and coarse woody debris were strategically placed to mitigate erosion and 

sedimentation.  



 Station 4+025.3- Cross ditch removed, as ditchline is deeper than downslope ground level. A 

deep water-bar was constructed instead. 

 Station 4+220- Cross-ditch added. Significant draw was observed at this site. 

 Station 4+303.0- The prescription indicated a 500mm culvert. No culvert was found at this site, 

but a large cross-ditch was constructed to facilitate surface flows. 

 Station 4+482- No work was prescribed in the original prescription. The log substructure (crib) 

was left intact but due to ravelling of fill materials, all excess material was sloped back to a 

natural angle of repose. 

 Station 4+517.0- This station was added to the prescription, as the Milk River had significantly 

eroded the log substructure (cribs) leaving it prone to collapse. This bridge approach was pulled 

back to a natural angle of repose, and large boulders and coarse woody debris were strategically 

placed to mitigate erosion and sedimentation. Could not construct a ford suitable for ATV access 

as the stream flows and water depth (approx. 1.5m) were too great. 

 Station 4+632- This station was added to the prescription. A cross-ditch and berm combined 

with large boulders were constructed/ placed at this station to prohibit any further motor 

vehicle travel.  Appropriate signage was also erected at this site to warn motorists.  

 

In the original prescription this road section was supposed to be 3.33km in length. Once retraversed 

with the GPS, and with the additional works added at the end. The actual distance was 5.83km in 

total. 

 

3. 155 Spur 4-On August. 6, 2009 deactivation works commenced on the 155 Spur 4road 

commencing at Station 0+021 and terminating at Station 2+943.0. Some minor changes to the 

original prescription were required to facilitate changes in flow of ground water and improve 

overall road stability. 

A) 155 Spur 4: 

 Station 1+388- 1+398- “P7” Pullback prescribed throughout this section. Retained ditchline to 

facilitate seepage, and drained ditch into Cross-ditch at Station 1+409. 

 Station 1+680- 1+690- “P8” Pullback prescribed throughout this section. Retained ditchline to 

facilitate seepage, and drained ditch into Cross-ditch at Station 1+680. Logs were placed in the 

ditch to ensure water transport in the event of a ditch blockage. The retrieved fill material was 

sloped outwards from ditch. 



 Station 1+798-1+829- “P6” Pullback originally prescribed, but due to the wide road in places and 

deep fills, a “P8” Pullback was required to retrieve the majority of fill materials. 

 Station 1+802- A cross-ditch was added to facilitate seepage. 

 Station 2+333- This structure was actually a log box culvert with approximately a 2m crib which 

had been totally buried by slide debris carried downstream within the stream channel. 

Approximately 3-4m of fill material had to be pulled back in order to retrieve the log cribs. 

Further fill material had to be retrieved (Approx. “P3” Pullback) in order to slope the stream 

banks back to a natural angle of repose. Large boulders were then place along the toe of the 

stream banks to prevent further scouring and erosion. 

 

In the original prescription this road section was supposed to be 2.94km in length. Once retraversed 

with the GPS, the actual distance was 4.2km in total length. 

 

 

Summary: 

Overall, Gainer Resources Ltd. completed the deactivation and revegetation works prescribed (with 

modifications) to satisfactory standards.  Throughout the duration of the project, the contractor 

demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the deactivation processes and was willing to modify their 

works/processes as required to complete the project in a timely and professional manner. 
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